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About This Game

Starcraft - a space shooter, in which you have to leave your system and fly to the depths of space, to destroy the army of
enemies. You can find several types of weapons, which differ in the rate of fire, ammunition and the way to destroy enemies.

Raise the capsules that restore the ship's hull, collect ammunition from enemies, use the engine's power to full, to evade enemy
attacks. Do everything in your power to protect your planet from danger.
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Title: Spacecraft
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Spacevb Studio
Publisher:
Spacevb Studio
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 200 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 180 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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I would say hold off until this is worked on a little more, the animations are meh, the enemies arent even textured yet there just
blank models with weapons. For me at least, there was no sound in the game, not even for attacking, just nothing.

The enemies have too much health in my opinion, considering the amount of enemies in the areas.
As with early access as a buyer we should beware. I would urge if you are interested in this to wait. Maybe follow and see if they
bring frequent enough updates to show this is going somewhere.
For now i refunded and will look again somewhere down the line to see if it improves.

Sorry for the lack of depth in my review, but there isn't really too much to say at this point.. Good game. Just Devs banning
people withount reason. While game is full of bots and they are not getting banned. If they are not gonna unblock my account I
really not recommend you guys to start this game. Becouse free bans for regular players is not a good gaming expierence.. I
played this game both on Android and Steam. Everything about it is nice, clean and simple. Ashi is a puzzle game that lets you
guide this... dragonfly? through a landscape of candles that you can light or extinguish.

The game gets progressively harder as you move along, and what I like about it is the chilled setting (music, graphics with a
Japanese theme).

Nice way to chill in the evening.. Very nice work, cool custom parts, two great additions to the fleet.. Completley unrealistic. I
went between York and Thrisk a journey of just over 20 miles, and it didn't break down once.
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gets old really fast. THis is a fantastic addition to an allready great simulator. Its well worth the money and will give hours of
enjoyment to all car enthusiasts. Highly recommend.. Simple and a fun way to learn typing.. Guide:
Click the 2nd white tab on the right. Click one of the beers. Then, the game will auto make beers.

Also, click the 3rd white tab on the right to exchange beer to caps for the bartender (on the first white tab).

Pro:
-Learn about different kinds of beers.

Con:
-None of the tabs or icons are labeled so you have to click everything on screen to find things.
. Absolutely fantastic locomotime. It runs just as well as you'd expect and looks absolutly amazing aswell. Although I have never
been a fan of the double-tender version of the Scotsman as it was never really ran in britain, it is still very nice to drive. The BR
version looks fantastic aswell and is quite nice that it is included. I only have one problem with the pack and that is the LNER
single tender, small details on the locomotive make it ever so slightly out of place if you try and run it in a period correct setting
of before the Big Four merger. The smoke deflectors would be ok if they were removeable or if there was a variation without
them. The other problem with the LNER single tender is the modern warning signs pasted all over it which does slightly detract
from its looks. I am fine with warning signs on something such as Tornado seeing as it is very recent and had to have them by
health and saftey law, but the Scot doesn't need them. I would suggest that another variant of this locomotive is made without
the smoke deflectors or the warning signs. Untill then I will just try and look for a freeware mod that adds the variant i would
like to see. Apart from that, it is a fantastic DLC and I would suggest buying this in a pack with the Wartime Black version, they
are both good DLCs.. Sorry i cant really reccommend this anymore
at the start of the game they promised they will update this game regulary - didnt happen
but what leads me to not reccommend this game the fact the last DLC is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing paid and its the same
price as the game and has less content
this is an indie release
not a triple a game that dlc are supposed to be paid. Played last night for the first time and absolutely love the potential of this
game. It obviously has some bugs but it is in an alpha\/early access phase. I love being able to find cosmetics in game and keep
them after and the in-game money system is fun and unique. I look forward to seeing this game as it becomes more polished and
the community grows. It has massive potential and is really fun to play. Watch out for bad reviews that talk about the
optimization and graphics, the game is in early access so this is to be expected. So far I like what I see.
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